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Today's Web
 most of today’s Web is suitable for human 

consumption, (i.e., no artificial assistance required)

 typical uses (involving seeking and making use of 
information) are not well supported by existing 
software tools (e.g., search engines)



Problems with search engines
 high recall, low precision

 low or no recall

 results are highly sensitive to vocabulary

 results are single Web pages



Problem
 main obstacle to providing better support to Web 

users is that, at present, the meaning of Web content 
is not machine-accessible

 can a machine distinguish between the differences in 
meaning of 

 I am a librarian.
 I am a librarian, you might think. Well, ..



More problems
 most information is currently available in a weakly 

structured form

 current technology suffers from limitations: 

 searching information
 extracting information
 maintaining information 
 uncovering information
 viewing information



The Semantic Web
 propagated by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(W3C)
 driving force is Tim Berners-Lee

 He expects from this initiative the realization of his original 
vision of the Web, a vision where the meaning of information 
played a far more important role than it does in today’s Web



The Semantic Web
 early web is a "Web of documents" 

 Semantic Web is a "Web of data”

 Semantic web vision:
 data should be related to one another just as documents (or 

portions of documents) are today



Web linking: traditional vs. semantic
Semantic Web
 no notion of current page
 relationships between any two 

resources can exist
 the link ITSELF (between objects) 

is named
 the naming of the link allows for 

better interchange of data
 RDF gives a formal definition for 

links

Traditional Web
 hyperlinks define a 

relationship between current 
page and target

 hyperlinks are not explicitly 
named, their role is deduced 
by a human reader



Aims of the Semantic Web
 much more advanced knowledge management 

systems:
 Knowledge will be organized in conceptual spaces 
 Automated tools to check for inconsistencies and extract new 

knowledge 
 Keyword-based search replaced by query answering: 

requests will be retrieved, extracted, and presented in a 
human-friendly way

 Query answering over several documents
 Restricting access to information will be possible. 



What’s it all about?
 The Semantic Web is about two things:

 common formats for integration and combination of data 
drawn from diverse sources, where on the original Web 
mainly concentrated on the interchange of documents 

 language(s) for recording how the data relates to real world 
objects



The layered Semantic Web



Web page content
<h1>Agilitas Physiotherapy Centre</h1>

Welcome to the home page of the Agilitas Physiotherapy 
Centre. 
Do you feel pain? Have you had an injury? Let our 
staff 
Lisa Davenport, Kelly Townsend (our lovely secretary) 
and Steve Matthews take care of your body and soul. 
<h2>Consultation hours</h2>
Mon 11am - 7pm<br>
Tue 11am - 7pm<br>
Wed 3pm - 7pm<br>
Thu 11am - 7pm<br>
Fri 11am - 3pm<p>
But note that we do not offer consultation 
during the weeks of the 
<a href=". . .">State Of Origin</a> games.



Content + Metadata
<company>
<treatmentOffered>Physiotherapy</treatmentOffered>
<companyName>Agilitas Physiotherapy Centre</companyName>
<staff>

<therapist>Lisa Davenport</therapist>
<therapist>Steve Matthews</therapist>
<secretary>Kelly Townsend</secretary>

</staff>
</company>



Resource Description Framework 
(RDF)

 RDF is a a standard model for data interchange on the 
Web.

"RDF is to data as HTML is to documents“

 RDF extends the linking structure of the Web to use 
URIs to name the relationship between things as well 
as the two ends of the link 
(this is usually referred to as a “triple”)



RDF triples
 based on the idea that the things being described 

have properties which have values, and that 
resources can be described by making statements 
that specify those properties and values
 SUBJECT

the part that identifies the thing the statement is about
 PREDICATE

the part that identifies the property or characteristic of the 
subject 

 OBJECT
the part that identifies the value of that property 



RDF Format
 essentially a simple sentence to describe an object, 

person ... anything

 example: Andrea is a speaker at this conference

 Andrea = subject
 speaker = predicate
 conference = object

subject
predicate

object



RDF requirements
 triples need to be interpretable by machines

 two things are needed:

 a system of machine-processable identifiers for identifying a 
subject, predicate, or object in a statement without any 
possibility of confusion with a similar-looking identifier that 
might be used by someone else on the Web.

 a machine-processable language for representing these 
statements and exchanging them between machines.



URIs and XML
 URI (Uniform Resource Identifier)

 more generic form of URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
 can be used to represent anything

 network-accessible things

 things that are not network-accessible, such as human beings, 
corporations, and bound books in a library.

 abstract concepts that do not physically exist, such as the 
concept of a "creator".



Example of triplet
 http://www.example.org/index.html has a creator

whose value is John Smith could be represented by 
an RDF statement having:

 a subject 
http://www.example.org/index.html

 a predicate 
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator

 and an object 
http://www.example.org/staffid/85740



RDF graph

objects can be represented by URIs or literals



More on RDF
 by defining a variety of URIs, different people working 

in RDF on different sets of information can merge 
knowledge bases by pointing to defined URIs

 URIs can be agreed on by standards organizations or 
communities or assigned by individuals. 





The layered Semantic Web



I         reading Harry Potter novels.

I love reading Harry Potter 
novels.

Syntax vs. Semantics

owl:equivalentProperty



Ontologies
 Promote shared understanding

 Define the concepts and relationships used to 
describe and represent an area of knowledge

 Are knowledge organization systems



A Taxonomy of Knowledge Organization Systems

From: http://www.jbi.hio.no/bibin/korg2008/Ontologies_20080208.pdf
For more background: http://nkos.slis.kent.edu/KOS_taxonomy.htm



Presenting explicit semantic relationships:

Controlling synonyms or equivalents

Eliminating ambiguity

Hierarchical relationships

Hierarchical and other associate 
relationships

Presenting properties and attributes 
of concepts

Comparing Components and Functions...

From: http://www.jbi.hio.no/bibin/korg2008/Ontologies_20080208.pdf
For more background: http://nkos.slis.kent.edu/KOS_taxonomy.htm



Ontology for a bug and enhancement 
tracking language

source: http://code.google.com/p/baetle/



Ontologies
 ontologies may include information such as

 properties (X teaches Y)

 value restrictions (only faculty members can teach courses)

 disjointness statements (faculty and general staff are disjoint)

 specification of logical relationships between objects (every 
department must include at least ten faculty members) 



Ontologies
 Ontologies can be very complex (with thousands of 

terms) or very simple. 

 Standard language to define ontologies:

 Web Ontology Language (known as OWL)

 OWL is compatible with and can be expressed in RDF



How ontologies help web searches
 Accuracy is improved

 Search engine looks for pages that refer to a precise concept 
in an ontology

 This is much better than collecting a group of pages where 
the same keyword may occur

 Browser can help the user by looking at the ontology 
hierarchy and suggest narrower terms and broader 
terms



The layered Semantic Web



Other SW technologies
 logic

 one level above ontologies
 for making inferences, decisions
 can provide explanations for discovered relationships

 agents
 software to collect and organize information, and 

present choices for the users to select from



Intelligent agents
 today  tomorrow?

present in 
web browser

search engine

WWW 
documents

USER USER

personal 
agent

intelligent 
infrastructure 

services

WWW 
documents



Intelligent agents
 collect and organize information, presenting it 

to users to choose from
 metadata is used to identify and extract info 

from Web sources
 ontologies assist in Web searches to interpret 

information and to communicate with other 
agents

 logic is used to process information and to 
draw conclusions



Other Technologies
 SPARQL 

 query language
 allows applications to search for specific information within 

RDF data 

 GRDDL
 makes Web pages, microformat tags, XML documents, and 

data more readable to Semantic Web applications
 opens more data to new possibilities and creative reuse

For more, see www.w3.org/2001/sw



Putting it all together
 Make data available in RDF

 Characterize and classify relationships between 
objects in detail (OWL, SKOS, RDF schemas)

 Define logical relationships among resources (OWL)

 Query information (SPARQL) 

 Extract from and bind to traditional data sources to 
insure data interchange (GRDDL, RDFa) 



Putting it all together

Adapted from: 
http://www.w3.org/2008/Talks/0924-Vienna-IH/Slides.pdf



Sample projects
 Linked Data

 What is Linked Data?
 DBPedia
 Geonames
 LCSH.info

 Standards and vocabularies
 FOAF
 OAI-ORE 

 Applying semantic web technologies 
 RDF Book Mashup
 Ingenta Connect
 SIMILIE 



Linked data
 A method of exposing, sharing, and connecting data 

on the Web via HTTP-based (dereferencable) URIs

 W3Cs Linking Open Data project is working to:
 publishing various open datasets as RDF on the Web 
 creating links between between different data sources

 datasets consist of over two billion RDF triples (October 2007)



Diagram for the 
Linked Open Data datasets

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Linking-Open-Data-diagram_2008-03-31.png



Linked data
 Goal is improved information discovery on the Web

 For each resource: 
 Use HTTP URIs so that people can look it up 
 Provide useful information about the resource when its 

looked up (de-referenced)
 Include links to other, related URIs



 RDF representation of Wikipedia
 consists of 274 million pieces of information 

(RDF triples)
 knowledge base currently describes more than 2.6 

million things in RDF triples
 Allows you to query Wikipedia in a more sophisticated 

way
 "Give me all cities in New Jersey with more than 10,000 

inhabitants”
 “Give me all Italian musicians from the 18th century”



Geonames



The lcsh.info experiment
 Used the Simple Knowledge Organization System 

(SKOS)
 SKOS is an RDF vocabulary for making thesauri, controlled 

vocabularies, subject headings and
folksonomies available on the Web

 Converted Library of Congress Subject Headings MARCXML 
SKOS RDF

 Created URLs for each MARC authority record
 used Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN) and 

converted it to a URL (http://lcsh.info/{lccn}#concep)

http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.2855



Why lcsh.info?
 The LCSH/SKOS dataset has multiple places where 

links could be created to external datasets, including:
 GeoNames
 CIA World Fact Book 
 RDF BookMashup
 DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org)
 potentially Library of Congress Classification, Name Authority 

File, and LCCN Permalink Service



A sad ending...
 On December 18th 2008, LC shut down lcsh.info

 Why? Some conjectures in the blogosphere...
 SKOS data at lcsh.info was a derivative of the LCSH MARC data 

that is being sold
 from Dan Chudnov:

It was an important enough success that it was taken down. If it
never gained notice, if it weren’t useful, if it didn’t promise something 
bigger, if it didn’t make sense, if nobody cared, it would still be up. 
Y’know?

LC is still considering running a service like lcsh.info at loc.gov, but 
it’s not yet available
http://lcsh.info/comments1.html



Standards and vocabularies

 DCMI (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative)

 RDA (Resource Description and Access)

 OAI-ORE

 FOAF (Friend of a Friend) 



Open Archives Initiative Object 
Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE)

 used to describe aggregations of Web resources

 used for exchange of aggregations of Web resources 

 follows Linked Data guidelines; uses URIs

 adopts Semantic Web technologies, including an RDF 
implementation



Friend of a Friend (FOAF)
 Created mid 2000

 FOAF is a vocabulary that uses RDF and OWL 
languages

 designed to allow for integration of data across a 
variety of applications, Web sites and services, and 
software systems 

 FOAF is a linked data system



FOAF Benefits

 enables sharing and use information about people 
and their activities (eg. photos, calendars, weblogs)

 finds common interests among friends and 
acquaintances, even if they do not belong to the same 
social-networking sites such as MySpace or Facebook

 is developing semantic trust networks—white lists of 
trusted senders—as a way to fight e-mail spam 



FOAF supporters



How to explore FOAF for yourself
 Create your own FOAF description using 

FOAF-a-Matic
http://www.ldodds.com/foaf/foaf-a-matic.html

 Publish your FOAF description and link it to the 
FOAFBulletin Board
http://wiki.foaf-project.org/FOAFBulletinBoard











video



Applying Semantic Web technologies
 RDF Book Mashup

 Library vendors

 SIMILE Project 



 Assigns URIs to books, authors, reviews, online bookstores 
and purchase offers.

 When a URI is dereferenced, the mashup queries the Amazon 
API for information about the book and the Google Base API 
for purchase offers from different bookstores that sell the book.

 The query results are returned as an RDF description to the 
client.

http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/bookmashup/



Library vendors...

http://www.ingenta.com/corporate/company/news/archive/jena.htm



SIMILE project
 SIMILE project at MIT (simile.mit.edu)

Semantic Interoperability of Metadata and 
Information in unLike Environments

 Seek
adds faceted browsing features to Thunderbird 
for more effective browsing and searching of 
email 



RDFizers
 RDFizers are utilities that generate an RDF 

representation of your data for you

 Sample RDFizers from SIMILE: 
 JPEG -> RDF (converts folders of JPEG files)
 MARC/MODS -> RDF
 OAI-PMH -> RDF
 OCW -> RDF (MIT Open CourseWare)
 EMail -> RDF
 BibTEX -> RDF

http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/RDFizers



Longwell and DWell
 Longwell is a faceted web browser that displays RDF

 DWell is a Longwell configuration
 Harvests DSpace metadata into an RDF representation
 Uses the Fresnel vocabulary to display RDF in Longwell

http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Longwell



http://simile.mit.edu/exhibit/examples/presidents/presidents.html









Most active domains of application... 
 Small and large business

 IBM, Oracle, Adobe, Software AG, Yahoo
 complete business solutions being sold 

 Health Care and Life Sciences
 Gene Ontology (describe gene and gene products in 

organisms)
 UniProt (protein sequence and annotation data)



W3C areas of application for 
Semantic Web technologies:
 resource discovery and classification

 provide better search engine capabilities
 eg. ability to limit search to discrete domains

 cataloguing
 describing the content and content relationships available at 

a particular Web site, page or digital library



W3C areas of application for 
Semantic Web technologies:
 data integration

 data from various locations and various formats can be 
integrated into one seamless application

 eg. Friend Feed (integrates social networking)

 content rating
 describing collections of pages that represent a single logical 

"document"



W3C areas of application for 
Semantic Web technologies:
 intelligent software agents

 facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange

 intellectual property rights
 for describing IP rights of Web pages

 eg. Creative Commons released a vocabulary for specifying 
license data in RDF. It is among the most widely used RDF 
vocabularies today



The future ?

the semantic web
 is an EXTENSION of the current web
 will NOT REPLACE the current web
 may be adopted locally by major application areas 

the current web will not be rebuilt!
 instead, RDF and related ontologies will develop 

incrementally



some parting thoughts 
...



The End

conference materials and links to resources 
are at

www.yorku.ca/walterg/ola2009/


